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Abstract

Previous studies have shown that gaze direction of actors in a scene influences eye movements of passive observers

during free-viewing (Castelhano et al., 2007; Borji et al., 2014a). However, no computational model has been pro-

posed to combine bottom-up saliency with actor’s head pose and gaze direction for predicting where observers look.

Here, we first learn probability maps that predict fixations leaving head regions (gaze following fixations), as well as

fixations on head regions (head fixations), both dependent on the actor’s head size and pose angle. We then learn a

Bayesian combination of gaze following, head region, and bottom-up saliency maps with a Markov chain composed

of head region and non-head region states. This simple structure allows us to inspect the model and make comments

about the nature of eye movements originating from heads as opposed to other regions. Here, we assume perfect

knowledge of actor head pose direction (from an oracle). The combined model explains observers’ fixations signifi-

cantly better than each of the constituent components. Finally, in a fully automatic combined model, we replace the

oracle head pose direction data with detections from a computer vision model of head pose. Using these (imperfect)

automated detections, we again find that the combined model significantly outperforms its individual components. Our

work extends the engineering and scientific applications of saliency models and helps better understand mechanisms

of visual attention in free-viewing and daily-life tasks.

Keywords: visual attention, eye movements, gaze direction, gaze following, head pose detection, bottom-up saliency,

saliency modeling, fixation prediction, free viewing

1. Introduction

Where do people look during free viewing of natural scenes? A tremendous amount of research in the cognitive and

computer vision communities has addressed this question. Two types of cues are believed to influence eye movements

in this task: 1) low-level image features (a.k.a., bottom-up saliency) such as contrast, edge content, intensity bispectra,

color, motion, symmetry, surprise, and 2) semantic high-level features (i.e., object and semantic level) such as faces

and people (Cerf et al., 2009; Judd et al., 2009; Humphrey & Underwood, 2010), text (Wang & Pomplun, 2012), object

center prior (Nuthmann & Henderson, 2010), image center prior (Tatler, 2007), semantic object distance (Hwang et
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al., 2011), scene global context (Torralba et al., 2006), emotions (Subramanian et al., 2014), memory (Droll et al.,

2005; Carmi & Itti, 2006), gaze following (Castelhano et al., 2007; Borji et al., 2014a), culture (Chua et al., 2005),

and survival-related features such as food, sex, danger, pleasure, and pain (Friston et al., 1994; Shen & Itti, 2012).

Some of these features are well established while others need further investigation, such as semantic object distance

and object center bias (Borji et al., 2013a; Einha̋user et al., 2008; Nuthmann & Henderson, 2010; Hwang et al., 2011).

Also note that, while here we focus on free-viewing tasks, some of these factors also play a role in task-driven visual

attention (Yarbus, 1967; Land & Lee, 1994; Ballard et al., 1995; Land & Hayhoe, 2001; Triesch et al., 2003; Einhäuser

et al., 2008; Borji et al., 2014b; Borji & Itti, 2014).

Eye movements are proxies for overt visual attention which help us understand how humans allocate their focus to

constrain the enormous quantity of observable visual data. Replicating such behavior is becoming more and more im-

portant recently due to the abundance of visual data, especially in computer vision and robotics. The overarching goal

of machine attention would be to selectively process important and relevant information while filtering out redundant

or irrelevant information. This capability has many applications such as image/video compression, object recognition,

tracking, human-computer interaction (HCI), and photo collage (see Borji & Itti (2013) for a review).

1.1. Gaze following in natural scenes

Gaze direction plays an important role in joint/shared attention (Bock et al., 2008; Emery, 2000; Triesch et al.,

2006), in learning in children and in the developmental phase (Hoffman et al., 2006; Okumura et al., 2013; Baldwin,

1995), and in daily social interactions (social learning, collaboration, coordination, and communication) in humans

and some animals (e.g., Bock et al. (2008); Emery (2000); Shepherd et al. (2006); Kobayashi & Kohshima (1997)).

Gaze following is also linked to the understanding and interpreting of the intentions of others (Premack & Woodruff,

1978; Baron-Cohen et al., 1995).

Gaze direction has been shown to influence visual attention and eye movements in free-viewing. Birmingham et

al. (2009) showed that saliency does not account for fixations to eyes within social scenes. Instead, it appears that

observers’ fixations are driven largely by their default interest in social information. Fletcher-Watson et al. (2008)

showed that observers are more likely to attend towards regions (and for longer times) that are being looked at by

the central figure in the display. Castelhano et al. (2007) showed that observers follow the gaze directions of actors

in the scene during the presentation of a slideshow. Borji et al. (2014a) studied the interaction of gaze direction and

bottom-up saliency, and showed that gaze direction causally influences eye movements. They found that people follow

the gaze direction even in the presence of other salient objects or people in a scene. They also predicted location of

fixations that leave a person’s head, using a simple cone centered about the gaze. They did not, however, take into

account the effect of head pose and head fixations, propose a combined model with learned maps, or apply their model

to all saccades in a scene, which are all considered here.

Effective gaze direction is a function of two factors: 1) head pose and 2) eye gaze direction. Thus, a full gaze

direction model should be able to detect these two components. The first factor has been partially addressed by Zhu

& Ramanan (2012), who proposed a model for head pose detection (only for the yaw direction) in natural scenes (see
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also Murphy-Chutorian et al. (2007); Weidenbacher et al. (2006); Yücel et al. (2013); Valenti et al. (2012)). Here,

we augment this model to also detect the head’s pitch angle. The second factor has been relatively less explored

(e.g., Wang et al. (2003)) due to complications such as individuality of eyes, occlusion, variability in scale, location,

and lighting conditions. When a clear, high-resolution, live view of the eye is available, gaze estimation models have

been used in applications such as evaluating user experience, monitoring and enhancing reading behavior, and adaptive

displays (e.g., Wood & Bulling (2014)). However, this is not true for one-shot estimations of eye gaze in single images

of persons in complex scenes.

In our prior paper (Borji et al., 2014a), we showed that human accuracy of gaze estimation did not fall dramatically

when the eyes were removed from the face. This is not because the eye gaze is not important, but simply that the head

pose is correlated with the final gaze angle, at least for the images in the Flickr dataset (see next section). Since we

investigated a head pose detection algorithm, we optimized our model around head pose instead of final eye gaze.

This seems reasonable for the head fixations, as they would seem to be more dependent on the locations of the facial

features than the precise angle of the eyes. For gaze direction, we implicitly estimate the final eye gaze uncertainty

given the head pose, to compensate for this. As a result of this decision, the difference in our results using ground

truth and detections should reflect only the imperfections in the computer vision head pose detection system.

1.2. Learning-based fixation prediction models

In this paper, we attempt to model the influence of gaze following and fixations on human heads by learning spatial

probability maps along with weights for these effects relative to bottom up saliency. We provide a short review of the

many fixation prediction models that involve learning weights or filters. For a more detailed review, see Borji & Itti

(2013).

Saliency models, influenced by the Feature Integration Theory (FIT) of Treisman & Gelade (1980), typically

first extract a set of visual features such as contrast, edge content, intensity, and color for a given image (Koch &

Ullman, 1985; Milanese et al., 1994; Itti et al., 1998). Second, they apply a spatial competition mechanism via a

center-surround operation (e.g., using Difference of Gaussian filters) to quantify conspicuity in a particular feature

dimension. Third, they linearly (often, with equal weights) integrate conspicuity maps to generate a scalar master

saliency map (e.g., Treisman & Gelade (1980); Koch & Ullman (1985); Itti et al. (1998); Ehinger et al. (2009); Cerf

et al. (2009); Borji & Itti (2012)), which is a map of the scalar quantity of saliency at every location in the visual

field. Finally, a Winner-Take-All (WTA) neural network identifies the most salient region and inhibits this region (i.e.,

a decaying property) allowing other regions to become more salient in the next time step (i.e., to simulate shifting

mechanism of attention). Since there are several design modeling parameters (e.g., the number and type of features,

the shape and size of the filters, the choice of feature weights and normalization schemes, etc), some models have

proposed various ways to learn these parameters. For example, Itti & Koch (2001) suggested to normalize the feature

maps based on map distributions before linearly integrating them.

Instead of linear combination with equal weights, “max” (Li, 2002), or maximum a posteriori “MAP” (Vincent et

al., 2009) type of integration, some models learn weights for different channels from a set of training data. For example,
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Itti & Koch (2001) weighted different feature maps according to their differential level of activation within compared to

outside manually-outlined objects of interest in a training set (e.g., traffic signs). Navalpakkam & Itti (2007) proposed

an optimal gains theory that weights feature maps according to their target-to-distractor signal-to-noise ratio, and

applied it to search for objects in real scenes. Judd et al. (2009) used low-level image features, a mid-level horizon

detector, and two high-level object detectors (faces using Viola & Jones (2001) and humans using Felzenszwalb et

al. (2008)) and learned a saliency model with liblinear SVM. Following Judd et al., Zhao & Koch (2011) learned

feature weights using constrained linear regression and showed enhanced results on different datasets using different

sets of weights. Later, Borji (2012) proposed an AdaBoost (Freund & Schapire, 1997) based model to approach

feature selection, thresholding, weight assignment, and integration in a principled, nonlinear learning framework. The

AdaBoost-based method combines a series of base classifiers to model the complex input data.

Some models directly learn a mapping from image patches to fixated locations. Following Reinagel & Zador

(1999) who proposed that fixated patches have different statistics than random patches, Kienzle et al. (2007) learned

a mapping from patch content to whether it should be fixated or not (i.e., +1 for fixated and -1 for not fixated). They

learned a completely parameter-free model directly from raw data using a support vector machine with Gaussian radial

basis functions (RBF).

Our prior work (Borji et al., 2014a) showed a causal influence of actor gaze onto observer saccades that leave

the actor’s head, by comparing observer saccade distributions between pairs of photographs that only differed by the

actor’s gaze direction. Human faces have already been shown to be important in predicting eye movements (Cerf et

al., 2007), and low-level features have formed the basis of many saliency models. We investigate how combining these

cues in real-world scenes involving human actors can produce state-of-the-art fixation prediction results.

1.3. Contributions

We introduce three main contributions. First, we learn a gaze following probability map using saccades that leave

the head of an actor in a scene, along with a probability map of saccades that land on an actor’s head (both computed

relative to the actor’s head pose angle), which combine to predict fixations better than our original head annotation and

gaze cone model. Second, we learn a combined model of bottom-up saliency, head pose, and gaze following (first,

assuming an oracle for actor head pose direction) which performs better than saliency and head detection maps, and

better than the current state of the art without head pose or gaze information. Third, we construct a computer vision

model to make the steps in the second contribution fully automatic. Even with the additional noise of the automated

detections, our model still outperforms other models, and allows our model to be used out of the box. In section 4, we

use ground truth head pose direction to build and test the first version of the model, and then in section 6 we replace

the ground truth with the output of a computer vision model.
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Figure 1: Sample images from our dataset along with annotated object boundaries and head pose annotations. The face regions (red), whole head
(blue), eyes (yellow), head pose 2D angle (green), and final eye gaze 2D angle (blue) are labeled.

2. Flickr Gaze Dataset

We use data from our previous study (Borji et al., 2014a). Stimuli consisted of a set of 200 color photographs

collected mostly from the Flickr web site1. Photographs span a variety of topics and locations such as indoor, outdoor,

social interactions, object manipulations, instrument playing, athletics, reading, and dancing. We chose images in

which at least one of the faces was large enough, visible, and was gazing at something visible in the scene (another

person or an object). Images were shown to observers in two sessions with 100 images each. Observers had 5 minutes

break in between two sessions. The eye tracker was re-calibrated before the second session. We manually annotated

heads, faces, eyes, and head pose directions for all 200 images.

A total of 30 students from the University of Southern California (4 male, 26 female) were shown images for 10

seconds each with a 5 second gray screen in between two consecutive images. Stimuli were presented at 60Hz refresh

and at a resolution of 1920×1080 pixels subtending 45.5◦×31◦ of visual angle. Figure 1 shows sample images along

with annotated objects and head pose directions. Please refer to Borji et al. (2014a) for more details on this dataset.

This dataset was randomly divided into 10 folds (n=20 images) for cross validation, where each fold was considered

the test set, and the remaining 9 groups were treated as the training set. While this dataset has faces in every image,

they are situated in real, complex scenes, where less than 1 in 5 fixations go to the head regions. This places an upper

bound on how much improvement head related information can provide in improving fixation prediction.

1http://www.flickr.com/. Some images were also borrowed from the AFW test dataset (Zhu & Ramanan, 2012).
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(A) Probability Leaving Head (C) Example pose map generation:

(B) Probability  To Head

Transformed Head

Stimulus

Transformed Gaze

+
Pose Map

Head Pose 
Ground Truth/Detection 

Normalized Pose Map*

Figure 2: (A) Average fixation probability after leaving a normalized head over the whole dataset, where all head poses were rotated to point to the
right (white arrow), and sized to a nominal head size (black oval). (B) Average fixation probability for all head fixations over the whole dataset,
where all head poses were rotated to point to the right and size to the nominal head size. (C) These maps are then combined to form a pose map
representing the fixation probability due to a particular head pose. The combined pose map is hard to see because of the relative energy in both maps.
To better show the combined pose map, the head pose and gaze maps are individually normalized by their max value as shown in the normalized
pose map. Normalize pose maps are shown in other figures for illustration purposes only, and are signified with a (*).

3. Head Pose Integrated Model

3.1. Learned Head Pose and Gaze Following Maps

In trying to improve upon our prior model of fixations leaving the head, we created a probability map of those

fixations over the training set. First the 2D rotation angle between the current head pose angle and a reference head

pose angle on the image plane was determined, and all saccade vectors leaving the head were rotated by that angle.

The saccade vectors were then normalized by the size of the head. Figure 2A shows the probability map (i.e., average

gaze following map) extracted from the training set. Note that since this is normalized by head pose and not final eye

gaze, the uncertainty of final eye gaze given head pose is implicitly taken into account in this probability map.

We implicitly assumed in our prior work that all head fixations could be explained by the head detections alone,

and then focused on fixations leaving the head by using a model of gaze. However, for this work, we decided to

also learn fixation probabilities within the head, as the head pose angle would also presumably bias head fixations as

well. Again, the saccade vectors were rotated based on the head pose angle, and then the length of the vectors was

normalized by the head size. As shown in Figure 2B, the head fixations had a high density in the eye region, with

low density in the hair and chin regions. For each head in the image, the gaze and head probability maps can linearly

combine with weights to form what we refer to as the “pose map” as shown in Figure 2C.
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Stimulus Original Pose Map Learned Pose Map* From Head Fixation Map

Figure 3: Sample images comparing the original pose, the learned pose model, and fixations coming from the head. *Note that the learned pose
map is normalized so that both the head pose and the gaze following components can be seen clearly for illustration purposes.

3.2. Integration with Saliency

The model uses three components: the gaze following probability map, the head probability map, and the saliency

map. The saliency map was generated using the adaptive whitening saliency (AWS) algorithm (Garcia-Diaz et al.,

2012). AWS was chosen as the saliency benchmark due to its performance in a recent review of saliency models

(Borji et al., 2013b), and because it doesn’t try to model higher level concepts, such as human faces or objects, and so

is suitable in our view for serving as a proxy of low-level attention. The gaze following probability and head probability

maps both used annotated head regions and head pose angles to place, scale, and rotate the learned probability maps

from Figure 2A and Figure 2B, respectively, which are then combined to form pose maps. Figure 6 shows what these

combined pose maps look like for some sample images. Since both human faces and gaze direction have been shown

to influence eye movements, we need a means to integrate these higher-level cues with saliency.

Ever since Yarbus (1967), it has been argued that the scan path of saccades and not just the collection of fixations

is important to understanding eye movements, however, most saliency models have focused on fixed maps or an

inhibition scheme to predict a series of saccades. It was already known from our previous work that head fixations were
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Figure 4: Discrete-time Markov chain formulation of saccadic eye movement of an observer performing a free viewing task.

frequently followed by other head fixations, and non-head fixations were frequently followed by non-head fixations,

suggesting to us that this affinity might reflect a change in implicit task on the part of the observer. As a result, we

propose that a gaze contingent model, where the last fixation location is provided, is more suitable in the quest to

achieve parity with the predictive power of other human observer’s fixations (i.e. an inter-observer model). This

inherent temporal structure can be captured by a discrete time Markov chain formulation (Norris, 1998) with two

states,head (H) and nonhead (N). Unlike an implicit hidden Markov model (Rabiner & Juang, 1986), the states in this

model are known and the meaning of the weights is easily understood. In addition to offering predictive power, this

simple structure allows us to obtain an understanding of how top-down and bottom-up cues are combined.

For the rest of the paper, we will use the following notation for saccades: sacorigindestination, and we will call saccades

originating from the head, sachead, and from other regions, sacnonhead. From these two regions, there is a certain

probability that subjects will saccade to a head p(sachead), to a point gazed at by an actor in the scene (i.e., following

the actor’s gaze) p(sacgaze), or to a salient point p(sacsalient). These probabilities express how likely an observer is

to follow each particular cue. The possible transitions are shown in Figure 4.

3.3. Learned Transition Probabilities

To integrate head, gaze, and saliency information, we estimated the probability with which a subject transitions be-

tween regions of the image, namely head regions and other regions. For tractability of calculation, we treat the possible

end point maps as non-overlapping and exhaustive sets: p(sacall) = p(sachead) + p(sacgaze) + p(sacsalient) = 1.

Of course, these are not completely disparate sets with no overlap, nor are they likely to be exhaustive, which is a

source of error in our model. We could model the conjunctions of each of these components as well, but it would be

hard to identify what proportion of each saccade is due to each component. These transition probabilities were learned

in the training set separately for transitions from the head p(sacheadall ) and not the head p(sacnonheadall ). This was to

distinguish fixations that are presumably more gaze focused from the rest of the fixations. The transition probabilities

were considered to be weights on the corresponding maps for each component. The transition probabilities are shown
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in Figure 5. Saccades going to any head was scored as a head transition. For saccades leaving a head, the value of

the gaze following map at the saccade destination was compared to the value of the saliency map at that point. If the

location in the gaze map was higher, then it was considered a gaze transition. In all other cases, it was scored as a

saliency transition.

We learned the transition probabilities for two systems, with and without the sacheadgaze component: the 3 component

and the 2 component model, respectively. As seen in Figure 5, gaze and head information are stronger during from

head saccades, while saliency dominated in the non-head case. This is intuitive, as head and gaze seem more relevant

when already looking at a head. It is also useful to note that gaze following is much less of a factor than head or

saliency information, and is more of a second-order effect. Thus, only a small gain in fixation prediction accuracy is

likely to result from taking gaze into consideration in the final model; however, with the maturity of the field of eye

movement prediction, it is likely that more second-order effects such as this one will need to be addressed to further

improve upon the already very good fixation prediction abilities of state-of-the-art models

The gaze following, head pose, and AWS maps were all made into probability maps (i.e., sum to 1). The transition

probabilities for the 3 component model were used to weigh the respective maps, which were then summed to create

the final maps shown in the second column from the right in Figure 6 for what we call the Pose+AWS model:

mappose+AWS = p(sachead)maphead pose + p(sacgaze)mapgaze + p(sacsalient)mapsalient (1)

For a baseline system that takes head detections and bottom-up saliency into account without head pose or gaze

information, we constructed the Head+AWS model, which uses the 2 component model to weigh the head detections

along with the bottom up saliency and multiplied by these learned transitions, to create a final combined probability

map:

maphead+AWS = p(sachead)maphead + p(sacsalient)mapsalient (2)

For both of these models, the weights change depending on the origin of the saccade (sachead or sacnonhead).
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Figure 5: Transition probabilities when saccading to the head regions, gaze regions, or salient regions when starting from a head region or a non-
head region. Note that saliency is much stronger when originating from a non-head region. 5th and 95th percentile confidence intervals are shown
across the cross validation folds.

Stimulus Pose Map* AWS Map All Fixations MapPose+AWS Map (H)

Figure 6: Sample images with corresponding maps for Pose, AWS, and the final Pose+AWS model, along with maps of all fixations. The combined
Pose+AWS map is shown with the weights from the Heads (H) state. *Note that the maps in the Pose column are normalized for illustration
purposes, but the final Pose+AWS column uses the original Pose map.
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4. Annotation Based Fixation Prediction Results

Figure 7A shows the AUC performance for heads, pose, AWS, head+AWS, and pose+AWS as well as an inter-

observer model for from head fixations. 5th and 95th percentile confidence intervals over the cross folds are shown

for all AUC data. The pose model includes the combined learned maps of head pose and gaze following, while the

head is just the actual head detections. The head+AWS model can be viewed as an updated version of Cerf’s saliency

model with heads Cerf et al. (2007), and provides our baseline of a state of the art system that includes head detection,

but does not include head pose or gaze following information.

The Wilcoxon signed rank test was used in all of the following comparisons, which have the same p-value because

the signed rank significance value is determined by the number of comparisons and the number of times that each com-

parison has a certain rank, and for all model comparisons here the winning model won on every fold. For from head fix-

ations: Head<Pose(p<0.002), AWS<Pose (p<0.002), Pose<Head+AWS (p<0.002), AWS<Head+AWS (p<0.002),

Head+AWS<Pose+AWS (p<0.002), Pose+AWS<Inter-observer2 (p<0.002). Note that the pose model by itself out-

performs bottom up saliency when looking at from head fixations.

There were 178,063 total fixations in the data, with 25,841 or 14.5% of the fixations originating from a head. As

a result, the effect of the improvement due to the from head fixations is muted in the overall data. When looking at

all fixations, as in Figure 7B, the difference is much smaller, and the AWS saliency model does markedly better by

itself. It is also interesting to note that the inter-observer model is more predictive for the saccades originating from

the head, implying that they are more stereotyped than the remaining saccades. For all fixations, the pose+AWS model

outperforms the head+AWS model by a small but significant (p<0.002) amount. The different models are significantly

different: Head<Pose (p<0.002), Pose<AWS (p<0.002), AWS<Head+AWS (p<0.002), Pose+AWS<Head+AWS

(p<0.002), and Pose+AWS<Inter-observer (p<0.002).

As we can see from these results, pose works better for from head fixations, while saliency works better for other

fixations. This validates the different weights associated with these maps when starting from the head versus other

regions. Heads by themselves also perform better when starting from the head, but do not account for all of the

performance improvement.

Figures 7C and 7D show the per image AUC performance of the Head+AWS and Pose+AWS models for from

head fixations and all fixations, respectively. Looking at the data this way, the pose information improves fixa-

tion prediction when fixations are from the head, and this is enough to improve the performance of all fixations

(Head+AWS<Pose+AWS (p<2e-31) for fixations from the head, and Head+AWS<Pose+AWS (p<4e-32) for all fix-

ations).

To determine where our combined model and bottom-up saliency diverge, we also plot the performance of AWS

vs Pose+AWS in Figure 8 on a per image basis. Image 1 is one where the saliency map does not pick up saccades

in the direction of gaze. Image 2 shows where the pose model is aided by the gaze following from the human to the

2A map built from fixations of other observers on the same image seen by an observer.
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Figure 7: Performance of each component using ground truth. AUC performance on saccades originating (A) from the head and (B) all saccades.
An inter-observer model is shown to provide a ceiling for performance. 5th and 95th percentile confidence intervals are shown. There is also a per
image AUC comparison between the Head+AWS model and the Pose+AWS model for (C) from the head and (D) all saccades.

dog, although one could argue that we could have labeled non-human faces as well to account for this. Image 3 shows

where the pose information greatly outperforms low level saliency because the heads are not found to be salient. In

image 4, both AWS and Pose+AWS are not performing well, and it is interesting to note that both models miss another

high level cue, text on the stomachs of the women. Image 5 is one where both models are performing well, as the heads

are salient already given low level statistical information. Image 6 is one where the AWS model picks up the major

attended areas, but also many more unattended regions. Overall, the combined model provides a small but consistent

improvement over all fixations.
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Figure 8: (A) Scatter plot showing per image AUC performance of AWS saliency versus the Pose+AWS model. (B) Four sample points on the
scatter plot with images and their corresponding maps are shown for illustration. The combined Pose+AWS map is shown using the weights from
the Heads (H) state. *Note that the maps in the Pose column maps are normalized for illustration purposes, but the final Pose+AWS column is
shown as used by the model.

5. Head Pose Detection Model

We established that given the ground truth head pose, head pose and gaze following information can improve state

of the art saliency algorithms. We also found that saccades originating from the head were better predicted by this pose

information than saccades originating elsewhere, which were better predicted by low-level saliency. However, in order

to improve applicability for the model, it is useful to remove the need for manual annotations, which are expensive

and time consuming. As before with the annotations, we need the detection model to generate head pose polygons and

image plane head pose angles for each head to generate the maps for an image.

When determining the 3D angle to which a head is oriented, we defined the pose angles egocentrically, as shown

in Figure 9A. The yaw and pitch of the head are important for determining the 2D image angle. The roll of the head

simply rotates the head about the 2D image angle formed by the yaw and the pitch. Although large roll angles will

drastically change the view of the head pose and can make it difficult to accurately extract the correct yaw and pitch

angles, this effect is ignored. The Zhu & Ramanan model (2012) that we used to detect heads and extract head pose

only provided a yaw estimate. Figure 9B shows the basic structure of their model. Local parts of the face are detected

using mixture of trees part detectors (similar to the detectors used in Felzenszwalb et al. (2008), and the relative

locations of the detected parts create deformations in the larger pose model at a certain cost.

To add a pitch estimate, a set of random binary ferns (Ozuysal et al., 2010) were learned over the part detections.

Each fern randomly samples a fixed set (n=3) of binary comparisons. Randomly selected head model parts were

compared in either their X or Y relative positions as shown in Figure 9C with a binary 1 if (green)>(red) and 0
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(B) Zhu & Ramanan 2012 Model:

(C) Random fern pitch model:(A) Head Pose:

Yaw

PitchRoll

Figure 9: (A) [Modified from Murphy-Chutorian & Trivedi (2009)] 3D head pose angle of a head can be defined egocentrically using roll, pitch,
and yaw. (B) The head pose model Zhu & Ramanan (2012) has 146 shared local parts across 13 learned poses, with learned deformation costs (in
red) between neighboring parts. The model only defines head pose in the yaw angle. (C) Sample fern comparison for each bit. The relative X or Y
position of the green part, g, is compared with the corresponding position of the red part, r, with g > r = 1 and 0 otherwise.

otherwise. This is done for a fixed set of comparisons, n, which is the size of the fern in bits. These fern bits form a

value fval, (e.g., 10 = 3 for a 2-bit fern).

Over the training images, a histogram is created for each possible value of the fern, fval (a 2 bit fern has 22 = 4

possible values). Each histogram has bins for each possible ground truth pitch angle category angcat. Each time

a model evaluates to a particular fern value fval, the histogram for the fern value, fval is selected, and the ground

truth angle bin angcat is incremented. During testing, the histogram for that fern value fval is extracted, and these

proportions are summed across all ferns (n=500). The angle bin with the maximum value is then used to predict

the pitch angle. The random ferns were trained using unused images in Zhu & Ramanan’s AFW dataset ((Zhu &

Ramanan, 2012) (n=185 images)) with 3 angcat categories (22.5°, 0°, & -22.5°).

The combined yaw and pitch angle estimates provided the 3D head pose angle. These 3D head pose angles

were first converted to 2D image head pose angles using a simple orthographic projection. Alternatively, the camera

parameters can be learned, and a perspective projection can be used to gain a more accurate angle estimate. The X and

Y extrema of the center points of all of the detected local parts provided the bounding polygon for the head as well.

With the 2D head pose angle and head polygon, the system was then run in the same manner as using ground truth.

Sample detections of the head pose estimation system are shown in Figure 10. The system generates a yaw and
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Figure 10: Sample head pose model detections. Y is yaw angle with 0°pointing out of the image and positive moving to the left from the head’s
perspective. P is the pitch angle with 0°being level and positive looking up. Both are in degrees. The confidence of the detection is shown with C,
and is an unbounded number, with higher values being more confident. The detector was thresholded at -0.75.

Table 1: Head Pose Detection: Component Performance

Mean F1 Std F1 Chance
Face Detection 0.75 0.05 -
Yaw Detection 0.82 0.07 0.33
Pitch Detection 0.56 0.07 0.33

pitch angle in addition to a confidence score. The performance of the system over the 10 folds of the Flickr set is shown

in Figure 1. F1 is simply the harmonic mean of precision P and recall R: F1 = 2PR/(P +R), and is bounded by

0 and 1, inclusively3. With this metric, precision and recall are equally weighted in importance, and a value of 1

indicates perfect recall and precision. Note that the head detection F1 performance has no real chance lower bound,

but that the angle detections were only scored on correct head detections with coarse bins of left, straight, and right

(60°, 0°,& -60°) for the yaw angle, and up, level, and down (22.5°, 0°, & -22.5 °) for the pitch angle. Therefore,

chance for both angles is 33.3%.

3Precision is defined as P = TP/(TP + FP), and recall is defined as R = TP/(TP + FN), where TP is True Positive, FP is False Positive, and
FN is False Negative
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Figure 11: Performance of each component using head pose detections. AUC performance on saccades originating (A) from the head and (B) all
saccades. An inter-observer model is shown to provide a ceiling for performance. 5th and 95th percentile confidence intervals are shown.

6. Detection Based Fixation Prediction Results

Using the same cross fold sets as with the annotations, the head pose model was run over the images in the test

fold, and this provides head polygons and 2D pose angles, which are used in the same manner as the ground truth head

pose: head, head pose, and gaze following per head maps were rotated by the pose angle, scaled relative to the actual

head detection (based on the mean scale over image dimensions), and applied to the appropriate map.

Figure 11A shows the AUC performance when using head pose detections from the model instead of from the

ground truth annotations when predicting only fixations from the head. Again, 5th and 95th percentile confidence

intervals are shown for all AUC data. For from head fixations, significance was determined using the Wilcoxon

signed rank test: Head<Pose(p<0.002), AWS<Pose (p<0.002), Pose<Head+AWS (p<0.002), AWS<Head+AWS

(p<0.002), Head+AWS<Pose+AWS (p<0.002), Pose+AWS<Inter-observer (p<0.002).

When looking at all fixations, as in Figure 11B, the difference is again smaller, and the AWS saliency model

alone accounts for most of the performance. Still, however, the differences were significant. For all fixations, the

pose+AWS model outperforms the head+AWS model by a small but significant (p<0.002) amount. The different

models are significantly different: Head<Pose (p<0.002), Pose<AWS (p<0.002), AWS<Head+AWS (p<0.002),

Pose+AWS<Head+AWS (p<0.002), and Pose+AWS<Inter-observer (p<0.002).

7. Discussion

We showed that head pose and gaze following information can contribute to fixation prediction, especially for

saccades originating from head regions, where it outperforms purely bottom up saliency. Head pose detections were

shown to be a fairly good proxy of the ground truth, as well. The learned gaze map performed better than the cone

map used in previous work, but it is probably limited to images and video, since an environment where the observer
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and the actor are both present would have no image plane limitation (e.g. the observer could see an actor looking off

in the distance, and could turn around to determine if the gazed at entity is behind them).

While most saliency models use a static map, our results validate our approach where a different combination of

cues is used with different weights depending on the origin of a saccade. We believe that this kind of gaze-contingent

modeling is a promising direction to further bridge the now relatively small gap that remains between saliency models

and inter-observer predictions. There are, however, opportunities for further improvement. Integrating final eye gaze

direction should help, as the head pose does not always match the final eye gaze direction. This is actually implicitly

learned in the gaze following map, since we only aligned the data for head pose and not for final eye gaze. However,

the averaging that takes place is likely to reduce performance. Also, note that automatic reliable eye direction detection

models do not yet exist in computer vision especially over complex natural scenes, due to high variability of eyes in

scenes. However, our model can be easily extended by adding the final gaze direction results of more accurate models

in the future. Text detection in the wild (e.g., (Meng & Song, 2012)), could also improve model performance (Cerf et

al., 2009).

Another area of potential improvement is the lack of 3D scene information. Being able to extract a depth map for

the heads in the image along with the 3D angle and camera information would allow a richer estimation of which head

poses are likely to be attending to objects or locations in the field of view versus outside of it. To be really useful, of

course, the depth map should be extracted automatically. Another area of improvement is better object segmentation,

since gaze estimation has been shown to be biased towards the presence of objects (Lobmaier et al., 2006), and the

areas of the gaze probability map could be modulated by the presence of segmented objects in the scene to further

improve the accuracy of the prediction. Saliency is not a good proxy for this, since it would be unable to extract gaze

following saccades to non salient objects.

Improving the accuracy of gaze direction prediction and saliency models can be useful in several engineering

applications, for example in computer vision (e.g., action recognition, scene understanding in videos (Marin-Jimenez

et al., 2014), reading intentions of people in scenes (Yun et al., 2013), attentive user interfaces), human-computer

and human-robot interaction (e.g., Hoffman et al. (2006); Lungarella et al. (2003); Nagai et al. (2002); Breazeal &

Scassellati (2002); Bakeman & Adamson (1984)), determining the attention levels of a driver (e.g., Murphy-Chutorian

et al. (2007)), and enriching e-learning systems (e.g., Asteriadis et al. (2013)). Also such models can be useful

for scientific research to study psychological disorders and diagnose patients with mental illness (e.g., anxiety and

depression (Compton, 2003; Horley et al., 2004; Kupfer & Foster, 1972), schizophrenia (Franck et al., 2002; Langton,

2000), autism (Klin et al., 2009; Fletcher-Watson et al., 2009)). Our proposed model can be used for constructing

signatures for distinguishing patients from healthy normal people and conducting neuropsychological and clinical

research (similar to Foulsham et al. (2009); Tseng et al. (2012)). Similarly, eye movements help scene understanding

tasks (e.g., Mathe & Sminchisescu (2012)). Eye movements can also be used to help build assistive technology for the

purpose of autism diagnosis and monitoring of social development, as was done by Ye et al. (2012) where they were

used detect eye contact preference. As another example, Alghowinem et al. (2013) demonstrated that eye movement

can be used as a means of depression detection.
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8. Conclusions

We proposed a combined head pose estimation and low level saliency model that outperforms other models that do

not take head pose and gaze following information into account. This information has already been shown to causally

predict eye fixations, and is a well known element of human social understanding. Automatic head pose estimation

from a single image was incorporated in the model, and allows the system to be run directly.

Our model formulates human saccade movement as a two state Markov chain that can be viewed as a dichotomy

between a top-down driven (head) state and a bottom-up drive saliency (non-head) state. It extracts transition proba-

bilities between these two states automatically, and the learned weights show a preference for heads and gaze related

fixations when originating on a head, while being more saliency driven when originating elsewhere. This is intuitive,

and we see this as a step towards a more dynamic understanding of eye movement behavior of subjects when free

viewing natural scenes beyond fixed maps of fixation predictions.
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